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Rudge has been synonymous with high quality brassware since 1901. During it’s
long existence it has gone through many eventful changes culminating in a re-launch
Autumn 2003.
Rudge & Co (UK) Ltd. takes immense pride in having the capacity to manufacture
the finest kitchen and bathroom brassware products in-house. In fact Rudge & Co is
one of the very few British companies left not to import turned parts and is proud
to produce their own brassware.
There is full confidence that the highest expertise and quality parts are used. These
parts are then assembled and inspected by Rudge’s highly skilled workforce allowing
the finite details of the products to be assessed. This structure enables the company
to maximize control of production and other key manufacturing processes to ensure
its customers get a superior product as well a first class service to match. Only the
best is acceptable and it is these such unrivaled facilities that enable Rudge & Co to
create a superior range of finished products.
Rudge’s recipe for success is to thrive on commitment, service, quality and
professionalism and ensure this is clearly visible in the finished product. Providing an
excellent service to the customer is of utmost importance and that is why we insist
all manufacturing procedures take place within a few miles of the factory.This ensures
every part of the production of our products are only a few minutes away which in
turn provides a first class product and ultimately maximum customer satisfaction.
There is a great appreciation for traditional kitchen and bathroom brassware.
This has been particularly evident over recent years where traditional product
has complimented the modern lifestyle very well. Therefore, Rudge & Co will
continue to provide what is arguably the finest traditional brassware available to
today’s consumer.
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This flagship range offers everything from a high quality set of basin taps to
a stunning 5 hole bath set. If there’s ever a feeling variety is of the utmost
importance then the Pevensey definitely excels!

3 hole wall mount basin set
PS1826WCP

3 hole wall mounted lever basin set
PS1826WLCP

Lever option available
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3 hole wall mount
bath set
PS2100WCP

Deck mounted bath shower mixer
with crosstops
PS1820

Wall mounted option available.
Please refer to product dimensions.
Image used for illustration purposes only
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P
Globe taps
PS1838CP

8

Mono basin
PS1824CP

Deck bath filler
PS1818CP

Bath taps with crosstops
PS1823CP

Deck 3 hole basin set
PS1826CP

Mono bidet
PS1825CP

Extended basin taps with crosstops
PS1822ECP

Short nose basin taps
PS1821CP
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3 hole deck bath set
PS2100CP

Bath shower mixer with riser
PS1819CP

5 hole deck bath set
PS1817CP
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Exp. Thermo
PS1833A

Thermo with volume controls
& tub spout
PS1833B

Thermo with 3 way cradle set
PS1833C

Thermo with 3 way rail set
PS1833D

Tub spout can be
added to options
C&D
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C
Bath taps
CB1823CP

12

onisbrough

3 hole deck basin set
CB1826CP

The Conisbrough blends its simple appearance and product
functionality very effectively. Its four stem handle and sleek
shrouds are features which are sure to appeal to fans of a more
‘easy on the eye design’ as simplicity often enhances beauty.

Long nose basin taps
CB1822CP
Lever option available

Mono basin
CB1824CP

Deck mounted bath shower mixer
with crosstops
CB1820
Wall mount option available

Mono bidet
CB1825CP
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C
Breach mixer
CB1830CP
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Exp. Thermo.
CB1833CP

Exp. Thermo. & 3 Way
CB183351CP
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A

shby De La Zouche
The exquisite four-ball crosstop which sits on top of its
complementary dome shaped cover pays true homage to
the traditional era while allowing you to grasp a feel for
the Rudge quality at the same time. This range will take
you back decades as it truly is a timeless classic.

Bath taps with crosstops
AZ1823CP

Extended basin taps
with crosstops
AZ1822ECP

Mono basin with crosstops
AZ1824CP
Lever option available
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3 hole deck bath set
AZ2100CP

Mono bidet
AZ1825CP

3 hole wall mount bath set
AZ2100WCP

3 hole deck basin set
AZ1826CP
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Deck mounted bath shower
mixer with crosstops
AZ1820
Wall mount option available

Deck mounted bath filler with crosstops
AZ1818CP
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OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Concealed Thermo
AZ1843A
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Concealed thermo with 2 volume
controls and tub spout
AZ1843B

3 way diverter cradle kit
C

Tub spout can be added to
options C & D

3 way diverter slide rail kit
D

D

enbigh

Bath taps
DB1823CP

Some say it’s the little things that count and it couldn’t be more
evident here as the extra detail our design team have added to
the octagon shaped cover and the smooth edged star-shaped
handle is mesmerizing. The stunning presence of these products
really will make them the showpiece of any bathroom.

Extended basin taps
DB1822ECP

Mono basin mixer
DB1824CP

Lever option available

3 hole deck bath set
DB2100CP

3 hole deck
basin set
DB1826CP
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D
3 hole wall mount bath set
DB2100WCP

Deck mounted bath filler
DB1818CP
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Bath shower mixer
DB1820CP
Wall mount option available

Mono bidet
DB1825CP

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Concealed Thermo
DB1843A

Concealed Thermo with
tub spout set
DB1843B

3 way diverter
cradle set
C

Tub spout can be added to
options C & D

3 way diverter
slide rail set
D
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ccessories
The Elegance Collection
These splendid accessories can add the essential finishing touch to any
bathroom. All these products are available in a variety of excellent finishes
with the option of the hexagon or round backplate to ensure they blend
in fully with their surroundings.
Robe hook Mark II
EL1926M2

Soap & sponge basket
EL1936

Robe hook
EL1926

Toilet roll holder
EL1931
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Soap basket Mark II
EL1934M2

Single towel rail
EL1924

Soap basket
EL1934

Towel ring
EL1920

Corner basket
EL1935
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Shower Roses
All shower roses come with standard fittings so they can be interchanged to suit. So if you are looking for
an alternative rose to create a more personalized look, the choice is entirely yours.
Flat face dimple rose

Flared roses

Ceiling arm & rose
SA2015

8”
FR2008

6”
FR2006

8”
FFD2008

3”*
FR2003

Traditional easy clean roses

90º bend shower arm & rose
SA2014

12”
TC2012

8”
TC2008

6”
TC2006

Flat face standard roses

Straight skirt roses
6”
SS2006
8”
FFS2008

21/2”
FFS2002

6”
FFS2006

4”
SS2004

Modern easy clean roses

12”
SS2012

12”
MC2012
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8”
MC2008

6”
MC2006

21/2”
MC2002

3”*
SS2003

8”
SS2008

*All 3” roses are intended for handsets only
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2 hole lever mixer
PS3006LCP

Wall mounted option available.
Please refer to product dimensions.
Image used for Illustration purposes only
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Pevensey, being a flagship range has an extensive variety of brassware. This extends to a superb
kitchen range to compliment the bathroom range giving customers the freedom of choice to keep
the same style of the brassware throughout if desired. Featuring the superb traditional handles with
the famous Rudge original spout, this immaculate range will undoubtedly have a long list of admirers.

2 hole mixer
PS3006CP

Bibcock taps & wall extensions
PS3003WCP

Mono lever mixer
PS3010LCP

Mono mixer
PS3010CP

Bibcock taps with upstands
PS3003UCP
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C

onisbrough
Conisbrough offers this wonderful kitchen range which is sure to be appreciated
and easily recognised, largely because of its ever popular swan neck spout,
which has always been an influential feature in the kitchen mixer design.
Again, like the Pevensey, you have the opportunity to maintain a fixed style
of brassware throughout the kitchen and bathroom.

Mono lever mixer
CB3010CP

2 hole lever mixer
CB3006LCP
Wall mount option available
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Mono mixer
CB3010CP

2 hole mixer
CB3006CP
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C

anterbury
This particular range has a variety of distinct features that really help
attract attention. It’s the beautifully designed spout, which especially
gives the Canterbury Range its classy individuality and helps add an
uncompromising sense of flair to your kitchen surroundings in the
process. In fact, all the Canterbury’s different attributes gloriously
combine together to help create a stunningly unique traditional
masterpiece for the kitchen.

2 hole mixer
CT3006LCP
Wall mount option available

Mono mixer
CT3015LCP

*CL - Crackle lever

*ML - Metal lever

*BL - Black lever

*For any of these options please add handle reference to product code (after last numeric).
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enmark

The Penmark is Rudge’s distinctive 3 hole mixer range. Specifically
designed for the kitchen this offers a sublime alternative to the
standard 2 hole and mono sink mixer design and will be a firm
favourite with those who want a kitchen with a difference, or from
a more practical point of view have a larger sink or worktop to
accommodate.

3 hole kitchen lever mixer
PM3018CP

3 hole kitchen lever mixer & rinse
*PM3020LCP
*Rinse requires separate controller.
Please refer to product dimensions.
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R
3 hole kitchen mixer
PM3018CP

3 hole kitchen mixer & rinse
*PM3020CP
*Rinse requires separate controller.
Please refer to product dimensions.
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R

och

Best described as the ‘sister of the swan neck’ due to its shorter reach.
The Calais spout gives the Roch range its beautifully sleek look along with
a sense of flair, and with the choice of buttons to add to the top of its
elegant levers, its attractiveness and style can be enhanced even further.
Mono lever mixer
RC3015LCP

2 hole lever mixer
RC3006LCP
Wall mount option available

2 hole mixer
RC3006CP
Roch indice options
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inse options
There is a rinse set to match each particular kitchen range. Alternatively, you may
prefer a different style, the choices are endless. The beauty of the rinse option is that,
because it operates with a separate control, the set itself acts as a separate entity to
the actual tap, making it compatible with any existing kitchen tap.

Metal lever rinse set
OO3017MLCP

White ceramic lever rinse set
OO3017LCP

Crackle lever rinse set
OO3017CRLCP

Black ceramic lever rinse set
OO3017BLCP

Crackle rinse set
OO3017CRCP
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S
90mm basket strainer
OO1059CP

anitaryware
Here is a small but equally useful array of sanitaryware to complement the brassware itself.

Bath waste & plug
OO1055CP

Basin waste & plug
OO1045CP

11/2” Bottle trap
OO1003CP

11/4” Bottle trap
OO1001CP

Concealed bath waste
OO1058CP

Basin pop-up waste
OO1048
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Freestanding legs
OO1067CP

Standpipes
OO1068CP

Freestanding legs shown with
Denbigh bath shower mixer

Radiator valves
OO1801CP

Cast trap
OO1040CP

Handset hoses

Bent to floor tube & flange
OO1008CP
½“ hex. hose 1500mm
OO1085CP

½“ conical end hose 1500mm
OO1086CP

Ext. tube & flange
OO1007CP
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Exposed bath waste
OO1058ECP

Bracket Option B

High level flushpipe kit
OO1071CP

Bracket Option A

Mordern bottle trap
OO1005CP

Low level flushpipe kit
OO1072CP
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inishes
One of Rudge’s main attributes is providing a good selection of
product finishes. A lack of finish variety can restrict options whereas
an array of finishes tend to provide the consumer with the ideal
opportunity to be more imaginative when creating the dream
kitchen or bathroom. All finishes have their own identities and
uniqueness enabling them to compliment any interior design.

Nickel
Designer finish well suited to a more
contemporary setting.
CODE SUFFIX: NP

Polished Brass
Simplistic yet effective finish.
CODE SUFFIX: PB
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Brushed Nickel
Parts are brushed replacing the metallic
look with an exquisite almost stainless
steel type effect.
CODE SUFFIX: BN

Chrome
Both stylish and contemporary this popular classic
finish blends in perfectly with any setting.
CODE SUFFIX: CP

Antique Gold
Classy finish which
creates a beautiful
luxurious effect
to help add some
elegance to even the
most modern rooms.
CODE SUFFIX: AG

Specialist Finishes
The weathering process has a stunning impact on the appearance of the
traditional product. These are ‘living finshes’ meaning they will change state
with time which, helps to add both authenticity and realism to the products
overall aging process.

Weathered Brass
Ingenious finish ideally suited to
castles, country and stately homes.
This bronze like dusty finish almost
takes brass to its original state.
CODE SUFFIX: WB

Weathered Copper
Nice ‘chocolate brown’ effect sits
superbly with natural stone and
real wood giving an eye catching
finish to every interior.
CODE SUFFIX: WC
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PS1821

CB1822

1822E

1823

PS1838
1825

CB1824

1824

PS1826

CB1826

AZ1826

PS1826W

PS1817

DB1826

DB2100

AZ2100

PS1819

1820

1820W

CB1820W

001067

DB1843

PS1818

PS1818W

CB1820

BS001 (Extended Legs)

CB183351

PS1833

AZ1843

CB1830
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CB3010

RC3006

CB3006

3006W
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PS3010

PM3018

CT3015L

RC3015L

CT3006L

PS3006

PM3020
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Crown Creative Limited • Tel: 01902 404030 • info@crowncreative.co.uk • www.crowncreative.co.uk

Rudge & Co. (UK) Ltd
Unit E2, Hilton Trading Estate,
Hilton Road, Lanesfield,
Wolverhampton,
West Midlands,
WV4 6DW.
UK
Tel: +44 (0) 1902 402 225
Fax: +44 (0) 1902 404 477
sales@rudgeandco.com
www.rudgeandco.com

